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The Grain Academy Museum 

"The Cereal Story"

The Grain Academy Museum has been educating visitors about Canada's

grains since 1981. This museum give its visitors an in-depth knowledge

into the production, transportation and trade of grains. The exhibits

replicate the whole interesting process, right from harvesting of grains to

the delivery of grains at various stores. Visitors can try their hands at

various interactive models, and browse through the rare artifacts, photos

and videos that celebrate the farmer's pride.

 +1 403 263 4594  www.grainacademymuseu

m.com/

 grainacademy@nucleus.co

m

 505 2 Street Southwest, Plus

15 Level, BMO Centre,

Stampede Park, Calgary AB
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Contemporary Calgary 

"Think Modern"

The Contemporary Calgary aims at promoting contemporary art, craft,

design and architecture. The museum's decor is kept simple, thus

focusing mainly on the showcased art. Visitors can enjoy unique exhibits

like Marcel Van Eden's 'The Lone Lake Murders'. Art enthusiasts also get

an opportunity to participate in the lectures and discussions held by

prominent personalities. Besides the art shows, guests are entertained by

musical performances and other. To sum it up, the gallery ensures a

thorough visual treat!

 +1 403 770 1350  www.contemporarycalgary.com/  117 8th Avenue Southwest, Calgary AB
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Spaceport 

"Experiencing NASA Missions"

SpacePort is an interactive museum which is an excellent destination for

families interested in the final frontier. Exhibits include motion and flight

simulators, space shuttle and control tower models and perhaps most

exciting of all, a piece of moon rock on loan from NASA. Whether you

need something to entertain the kids while waiting for a flight or if you're

looking for a unique birthday party venue, SpacePort is a fun place.

 +1 403 717 7678  2000 Airport Road Northeast, Calgary International Airport,

Calgary AB
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